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Abstract .  We address a learning problem with the following peculiarity : we search for 
characteristic features common to a learning set of objects related to a target concept. In 
particular we approach the cases where descriptions of objects are ambiguous : they represent 
several incompatible realities. Ambiguity arises because each description only contains 
indirect information from which assumptions can be derived about the object. We suppose here 
that a set of constraints allows the identification of "coherent" sub-descriptions inside each 
object. 
We formally study this problem, using an Inductive Logic Programming framework close to 
characteristic induction from interpretations. In particular, we exhibit conditions which allow a 
pruned search of the space of concepts. Additionally we propose a method in which a set of 
hypothetical examples is explicitly calculated for each object prior to learning. The method is 
used with promising results to search for secondary substructures common to a set of RNA 
sequences. 

1. I n t r o d u c t i o n  
A problem of molecular biology is in the origin of this study, namely the one of finding a 
secondary substructure common to a set of RNA sequences[2,3]. A major feature of  this 
problem is that, as often, learning consists in searching for a characteristic description 
related to the target-concept, but only an ambiguous representation of each object is 
known. More precisely when considering the whole description of an object there ~ 
several, and possibly a great number, of incompatible realities. This occurs either because 
various realities exist (in Diettrich [6] the object is a molecule which has various, 
alternative, 3-D conformations), either because, as the observation is indirect, a unique 
reality is dissimulated among a set of possibilities. The RNA problem mentioned above 
corresponds to this later case. But let us take a simpler example : the object is a scene 
figuring a stoplight, the description, due to a color-blind person is the following: 
"Stoplight(s), Red(s), Green(s), Car(v), Run(v,s)". The difficulty is that the observation 
is imperfect (because the witness is color-blind) and indirect (as run(s) is an interpretation 
rather than a direct perception). There are two incompatible realities depending whether the 
stoplight were either Red or Green. In the former case the object should be described as 
"Stoplight(s), Red(s),Car(v), run(v,s)", in the latter case "Stoplight(s), Green(s), Car(v)". 
Suppose now that this color-blind person builds up a set of such ambiguous observations 
related to a target concept (for instance the responsibility of a driver in a eva" crash), each 
observation containing a single positive instance. The learning problem would be to find a 
characteristic description, belonging to the hypothesis space, i.e. a most specific 
hypothesis that explains all positive instances. Note that in the ordinary case an incoherent 
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statement as "Red(s), Green(s)" could be generated but would be rejected since it could not 
recognize any positive instance. It is not the case when considering ambiguous 
observations. Then, how to avoid such hypothesis? What we propose here is to use 
integrity constraints, as for instance " Stoplight(s) and Red(s) and Green(s), is incoherent 
". We state that part of an observation is "coherent" if it satisfies all the constraints, and 
that an hypothesis is coherent if it does not recognize any incoherent sub-observation (a 
part of any observation). 
The constraints allows the identification, within an observation, of the largest coherent 
sub-observations, i.e. the possible realities on which induction should be performed. We 
have here the inductive view of the idea of ~ extension ~> as used in non-monotonic 
reasoning [5,17]. For now on we will refer to a learning problem with ambiguous 
examples and integrity constraints as a class A problem. 
The framework described in section 2 relies on logic programming, with a closed-world 
assumption (within a sub-observation anything which is not stated nor can be deduced is 
false) together with negation by failure when expressing constraints. In section 3 we show 
that such ambiguities within examples result in several difficulties about completeness and 
consistency when searching a space of concepts and studying properties allowing for an 
efficient reduction of the search space. Then we propose a general method to perform 
concept learning in which we first build and select, the set of largest coherent sub- 
observations for each example. Section 4 addresses the RNA secondary structure problem 
mentioned at the beginning of the paper. We describe the application of our method to this 
problem and discuss some encouraging results. We conclude by discussing related work, in 
particular the work on the ~multiple instance problem >> as described by Dietterich [6,10]. 

2. Class A problems 
A class A problem formally consists in learning from a set O of observations, and, given a 
domain theory T, a set H of characteristic representations of a target concept. Each 
observation o contains one example e(o) of the target concept. Our framework is embedded 
in Inductive Logic Programming [7,11,12], and from now on, H, O, and T will be logic 
programs without functional terms. We allow the use of a negation by failure operator, 
not, within the body of clauses belonging to the domain theory T. 

An observation o is represented as a conjunction of ground atoms: o = a~ A a2 A a m. The 
example e(o) hidden inside o is a particular sub-observation, i.e. a part of o. The 
definitions of the concepts in H are searched inside a space of hypothesis. Any hypothesis 
h of this space is represented as a conjunction of single clauses (ground or not) (h = bl A 
b 2 A ...b,). 
The domain theory T contains a set C of constraints together with a set B of definite 
clauses describing background knowledge about constraints. Each constraint is a goal, i.e. 
a negative clause ~-- d l  A d2 ^...du where d~ is a (possibly negative) literal. The idea here 
is that d l  ^ d2 ^...du represents an incoherent statement : 

Definition 1 a sub-observation o is incoherent i f f  o violates a constraint c = ~6- d I / ,  

d2 A. . .du ~ i.e. i f f  the goal ¢---dl A d2 A.. .du succeeds within the logical program 
o A  B. 

Generally observations are incoherent and examples, by definition, are not. 
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As defined the constraints in a class A problem are close to integrity constraints as 
presented by De Raedt [14] and used in various works [ 18-21,26]. 

Hereafter we exemplify our framework using an ~ arch problem >> similar to the famous 
problem due to Winston [25]. Arches are hidden inside the observations, as could happen if 
each arch were represented by a picture suffering from unexpected superposition 

Example  1 

2-- 

The domain theory T contains : 

• the following constraints: 

cl =~--- column(X) A pillar(Y) (there cannot be columns and pillar in the same arch) 
c2 = ~ lintel(X) A triangle(Y) (there cannot be lintels and triangles in the same arch) 
c3 = <-- incompatibility (this constraints is defined thanks to the background 

knowledge) 

• The background knowledge 
B = {incompatibility ~-- pillar(X) A triangle(Y) A sustains(X,Y), 

incompat ib i l i ty  ~-- column(X) A lintel(Y) A sustains(X,Y)} 
(there is an incompatibility when a pillar sustains a triangle, or when a column sustains a 
lintel) 

{ol,o2} is the set of observations : 

ol = column(a)A pillar(a)A column(b)A pillar(b)A lintel(e)A sustains(a,¢) 
A sustains(b,c). 

o2 = column(a')  ^ column(b')  ^ lintel(c') ^ triangle(c') A susta ins(a ' , c ' )  A 
sustains(b',c'). 

Within the observations the conjunction of italic atoms and the conjunction of bold atoms 
represent incoherent sub-observations (not all ones) which violate the constraints printed 
with the corresponding typographic style. For instance ol violates c~ and c3 since there are 
pillars and columns within o~, i.e. the goal = ~  column(X) A pillar(Y) succeeds within 
the logic program o, A B with the answer-substitutions {X/a, X/b}, and there is an 
incompatibility due to the fact that a column (a or b) sustains a lintel (c), i.e. the goal <- 
incompatibility succeeds within ol ^ B. 
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The observations o~ and o 2 each contains an example corresponding to an (unidentified) 
coherent sub-observation: 

e (o0  and e(o2) = 

a b .... 

End example 1 

A class A problem is then represented by tile pair (O, T = B u C). The purpose is then to 
build tile set H of  most specific hypothesis that "cover" all the examples (completeness). 

We state that an hypothesis h is complete relatively to the set 0 of observations, if and 
only if h theta-subsume [4,9,13] each example within O. In the same way, the hypothesis 
h is more general than the hypothesis g (denoted as h < g) whenever h theta-subsumes 
g. 

Definition 2 An hypothesis h is complete ¢~ V o  ~ O, 30  such that hO ~ e(o) (denoted 
as h ~_ e(o)). 
Here, for sake of clarity, the domain theory is not used to check completeness. However 
there would be no conceptual difficulties in using generalized subsumption as proposed by 
Buntime [4]. 

However as examples are hidden within observations, completeness checking is difficult : 
an hypothesis h can cover an observation and still not cover the embedded example. 
Constraints are then used to ensure that a part of such absurd (relatively to the domain 
theory) hypothesis are not selected. Hereafter we define the incoherence of  an hypothesis 
relative to the set of constraints : 

Definition 3 An hypothesis h is incoherent iff there exists a substitution ~ such that 
h~, corresponds to some incoherent sub-observation (3,~ 3o~ O, h~, ~ o and h g  
incoherent) . 

Example 2 
let us go back to example 1. The sub-observalion o '=  co lumn(b)  ^ l i n t e l ( c ) ^  
s u s t a i n s ( b , e )  included in oJ is incoherent. As a consequence the hypothesis h = 
column(X)  ^ l i n t e l (Y)^  susta ins(X,Y) is incoherent because when X = {X/b,Y/c}, 
we have o' =hX. 
End example 2 

The set H we search is then the set of most specific hypothesis both complete and 
coherent. Notice that, whenever there is no ambiguity, i.e. the examples are exactly the 
observations, then observations have to be coherent. However incoherence still could 
eliminate hypothesis that can be unified with an incoherent part of some example (the 
whole example being coherent). As we will see an interesting case (hereafter referred to its 
"monotonicity") is the one in which whenever a sub-observation is coherent no part of it  
can be incoherent. 
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3. Solving a class A problem 
As stated above direct use of completeness (Vo e O, h ~ e(o)) is in this case prohibited 
since e(o) is unknown. So, we cannot build the set H of  the most specific complete and 
coherent hypothesis we search for. Our first purpose is then to determine a part G of  the 
hypothesis space, as small as possible, which necessarily includes H (H c: G). 
In what follows we present such a set G together with some conditions under which an 
efficient pruning of the search space is possible. 

3.1 Bounding the set of solutions 
We determine hereafter a set L of hypothesis which is a lower bound of H. Later we will 
discuss to what extent searching for L is interesting when solving class A problems. The 
first step consists in weakening completeness in order to have a computable criteria. 

Definition 4 An hypothesis g is stated as O-complete if and only if g theta-subsumes 
each observation (Vo e O, g < o). 

A O-complete and coherent hypothesis is said to be O-valid, or, in short, valid, The set G 
of valid hypothesis includes H since any complete hypothesis necessarily is O-complete 
( V o e  O , h <  e(o)=~ h < o ) .  
Let us denote as L the set of the most specific valid hypothesis. Let h be an hypothesis 
belonging to H, then there exists at least one hypothesis in L which is more specific than 
h (consequently no hypothesis of  L can be strictly more general than h). So L is a lower 
bound of H within the set of valid hypothesis. Of course when the examples are exactly 
the observations, then there is no ambiguity and so L = H. However an interesting case is 
the one in which we assume that H is included in L. We will give some rationale for such 
an assumption in section 3.3 and argue that this assumption holds when considering the 
real-world problem presented in 4. 
Hereafter we consider top-down methods to search for G. As G is bounded by L these 
methods also apply when only searching for L. The starting point is the (always valid) 
null hypothesis. 

3.2 Pruning the top-down search 
An O-complete but incoherent hypothesis happen to be specialized in a valid hypothesis 1) 
by grounding variables within h,  2) by adding atoms to b. Generally speaking h is 
specialized in h '  = hrc ^ b where rc is a substitution and b a conjunction of atoms. 

Example 3 
Let us consider the following class A problem (0, T= B u C) : 
O ={o} with o = true(a,3) A implies(a,b) ^ true(b,5) A true(c, 7). 
C = {6-- true(c,X), 6- true(X,U) ^ implies(X,Y) n not true(Y,V)}. 
B = O .  
1) The hypothesis h = true(X,U) is incoherent as h can be unified to the incoherent sub- 
observation true(c,7). However the hypothesis h '  = true(a,U), more specific than h (by 
grounding X) is coherent. 
2) The hypothesis g = true(X,U) ^ i m p l i e s ( X , Y )  is incoherent as g and the sub- 
observation o '  = true(a,3) A implies(a,b) are unifiable (o' is incoherent as the goal 6-- 
true(X,U) ^ implles(X,Y) ^ not true(Y,V) succeeds in (o '  A B)). Here again the 
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hypothesis g '  = true(X,U) ^ implies(X,Y) ^ true(Y,V), more specific than g (by adding 
true(Y,V)), is coherent. 
End example 3 

The situation shown in the example 3 prohibits any pruning relying on validity. We study 
hereafter the cases in which such situations cannot occur and so pruning becomes possible. 
For that purpose we use the framework of Torre and Rouveirol [23, 24] who states that a 
property P is ~ private ~,, relatively to a relation R whenever for any pair (hm,h2), {ht R 
h 2 and --,P(h~)} implies ~P(h2). In our case, asserting that validity is private relatively to 
the subsumption relation, means that any hypothesis that is not valid will not have valid 
specializations. We exhibit hereafter two conditions which are suMcient to insure that 
validity is private relatively to subsumption. Notice that example-l/2 satisfies both 
condition when example-3 satisfies none of them. 

The first condition,'incoherence discrimination', is denoted as D(O,T). 

Definition 5 D(O,T) is true whenever for any observation, two sub-observations 
which are identical except for constant names, are either both coherent or both 
incoherent. 

The second condition 'incoherence monotony' is denoted as M(O,T) : 

Definition 6 M(O,T) is true whenever any sub-observation including an incoherent 
sub-observation also is incoherent. 

Considering example 3, D(O,T) does not hold since o contains the sub-observation 
true(a,3) which is coherent and also contains true(c,7) which is incoherent. M(O,T) 
neither holds since the sub-observation true(a,3) ^ implies(a,b) ^ true(b,5) is coherent 
and includes the incoherent sub-observation t rue(a ,3 )  A impl ies (a ,b ) .  Here falsity of 
M(O,T) is related to negative literals appearing in constraints. 
So D(O,T) appears to limit the ambiguity tolerated within an observation when M(O,T) 
restricts the expressiveness of constraints. 
The following property states that D(O,T) and M(O,T) are sufficient to insure that validity 
is private relatively to subsumption (proofs of properties are given in appendix) : 

Property I I f  M(O,T) and D(O,T) both hold then whenever an hypothesis h is not 
valid, none of its specializations h'  are valid. 

Now suppose that M(O,T) and D(O,T) both hold. Then, when considering top-down 
search of the hypothesis space, specialization of an hypothesis can be safely stopped 
whenever it is not O-complete or it is incoherent. 

3.3 Prior construction of hypothetical examples 
M(O,T) together with D(O,T) suggest a top-down search starting from the null hypothesis 
(always valid) and maintaining at each slep a set of valid hypothesis. 
A natural idea when dealing for a class A problem is to associate to each observation o the 
set E(o) of hypothetical examples i.e. the largest coherent sub-observations of o. One can 
observe that each hypothetical example represents a coherent and not ambiguous part of the 
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data associated with a given observation. In our framework, using hypothetical examples 
has several advantages. First, a given incoherent sub-observation causes incoherence of 
many hypothesis (by way of substitutions) and so prior computation of largest coherent 
sub-observations avoid unnecessary calculations. Second, some class A problems are 
naturally expressed as ,x multiple instances >> problems, as we will see in section 4. Third, 
reformulating ambiguity in terms of alternatives results in a different view of class A 
problems. Note that as examples are supposed to be coherent, e(o) is included in at last 
one hypothetical example. 
First we give two properties that relate incoherence monotony and incoherence 
discrimination to hypothetical examples. 

Property 2 If M(O,T) holds then a sub-observation o' of a given observation o is 
coherent if and only if it is included in at least one hypothetical example of o. 

Property 3 if M(O,T) and D(O,T) both hold then an hypothesis h is valid if and only if  
h theta subsumes at least one hypothetical example of each observation o 

Now a general way to solve a class A problems requires two steps: 
I) Build the set E(o) corresponding to each observation o. This is performed by 

classical branch and bound methods whose bound part is based on the integrity 
constraints. 

2) Build the set G of valid hypothesis. This is performed by classical Top-Down 
methods using property 3. 

During step 2 it is possible, whenever we assume that H is included in the lower bound 
L o f  G, to only retain hypothesis belonging to L. This means that no hypothesis more 
specific than any hypothesis h belonging to H (h is a most specific complete and coherent 
hypothesis) can subsume at least one hypothetical example of each observation. Whenever 
possible, sorting G (or L) using a problem dependent preference criterion helps in 
selecting most ~ plausible ~ hypotheses. 

Example 4 

M(O,T) and D(O,T) both hold when considering example- 1. We also suppose that we have 
at our disposal the two sets E(o~) and E(o~) of hypothetical examples respectively related 
to o~ and o 5 Furthermore a top-down search starting from the null hypothesis and using 
E(o0 and E(o 2) has selected a set G of valid hypothesis, the following set L containing the 
most specific ones (L ~ G) : 

, [ - - f - ]  I z ! t z I 
L = {hi__, h2 IYt  h3 = t -~ t ~ i } 

~, I I X  | I Y  l 
1 ,~ I 

t the dashed line means that the shape of considered element the arch is not known. 
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(h,= column(X) A column(Y) A lintel(Z) 
h2= column(X) ^ lintel(Z)^ sustains(Y,Z) 
h3= lintel(Z) A sustains(X,Z) A sustains(Y,Z) ) 

In this case, the solution set H only contains one most specific hypothesis h that covers 
the tw_o_c~amples e(ol) and e(o2) (h = sustains(X,Z) ^ sustains(Y,Z) representing 

" ' °  z "". ) 

I x I t y  
t 

s * i  

On can note that h is valid and complete but does not belong to the set L of the most 
specific valid and O-complete hypothesis. This shows that an important final ambiguity 
remains since H must be searched in G. Thus a plausibility criterion must be applied on G 
to select one (of few) preferred hypothesis. 

End example 4 

4. Application 
The theoretical study we have presented is inspired in a biomolecular problem concerning 
the prediction of the secondary structure common to a set of RNA molecules. A RNA is a 
molecule made of a sequence of nucleotides, that is folded in such a way that some 
nucleotides are paired (two paired nucleotides constitute a base-pairing), in several places 
named helices. The helices of a RNA determinate its secondary structure which is 
determinant to the biological function of the molecule. It is very hard, often impossible, to 
experimentally identify RNAs secondary structures. Therefore, one has to compute all 
potential helices of each RNA sequence using theoretical methods. These potential helices 
constitute an indirect and ambiguous view of the secondary structure of a RNA: indeed 
some helices are incompatible among each other, thus the actual secondary structure is one 
of the (numerous) sets of compatibles helices. Hence, predicting the secondary structure 
common to a set of RNA molecules is a class A problem: for each RNA the set of all 
potential helices is an observation, the hypothetical examples are the largest sets of 
compatible helices, and the example is one particular set of compatible helices. The 
domain theory of the problem only contains the single compatibility constraint between 
helices. 
Two helices can have one of the following four structural relations (an helix is represented 
by the following scheme , ..... I I - - - ' ! )  

inclusion overlapping juxtaposition ~ t i b i l i t y  
q=:t F p = : t  F===t I:==t P P 

We are only interested by the structural shape of the secondary structures, so ,an 
observation describing all the structural relationships between potential helices of a RNA 
will contain a conjunction of atoms written from the four binary predicates 
(<juxtaposition ~,, << overlapping ~, << inclusion ,~, << incompatibility ~. The single 
constraint is represented by the goal 6-- incompatible(X, Y). 
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Therefore any completely defined sub-observation (i.e. a sub-observation describing all 
the relationships between helices it mentions) that does not contain the atom 
~ incompatible>> represents a potential secondary structure since the goal 
incompatible(X, Y) fails in this context. 

Example 5 

Let the 5 potential helixes of a RNA sequence s, with the following structural relations 
(one can observe that the helices e and d are incompatible) be: 

t:::a:il, b I Imlwldltmp~ ~ '~ P C~d e p ~ i M  

The hypothetical examples contain, respectively, all the relations of  the helixes {a,b,c,e} 
and { a,b,d,e }.Let the observation describing the relationships between the helices of  s be : 
inelusion(a,b) ^ overlapping(a,c) ^ inclusion(a,d) ^ inelusion(a,e) ^ 
incompatible(b,c) ^ juxtaposition(b,d) ^ juxtaposition(b,e) ^ 
inclusion(c,d) ^ inclusion(e,e) ^ overlapping(d,e). 
Let the constraint be <--- incompatible(X, Y), and the knowledge associated with the domain 
be empty (B = O), then each sub-observation containing the atom incompatible is 
incoherent. One observes that the sub-observation inclusion(a,b) A inclusion(a,c) which 
is formally coherent is not completely defined due to the absence of the relationship 
~ incompatible(b,c) ~ (the sub-observation inclusion(a,b) ^ inclusion(a,c) ^ 
incompatible(b,c) is completely defined and incoherent). 

End example 5 

In this problem, we will only consider the completely defined sub-observations reducing 
the space of the hypothesis to the ones unifiable with such sub-observations (all the 
properties described in the theoretical part remaining true). 
The solution set H contains only one hypothesis h representing the actual secondary 
substructure common to all RNAs. Moreover we will suppose that H is included in the set 
L containing the most specific valid hypothesis (any valid hypothesis represents a structure 
that is potentially present in all RNAs), which means that h is one of the largest (most 
specific) potential common substructures. 
This problem satisfies the conditions D(O,T) and M(O,T), thus we have designed a new 
method of prediction using the scheme of resolution presented in part 3. We expose 
hereafter the main ideas of this method (cf. [2,3] for the details) : 
In a preliminary step we build the observations from the potential helices (of each 
sequence) identified by an ad hoc program [1]. At the first step we compute the 
hypothetical examples E(o) of each observation o, that represent the secondary structures 
potentially present in the RNA associated with o, through a branch and bound algorithm 
using the constraint of compatibility. Because of the cardinality of E(o) we only keep the 
200 potential structures with best energies in each observation (remark that this criterion 
cannot be use to directly search for the common secondary struclure). 
At the second step, a top-down ad hoe method is used to build the set containing the 
largest potential secondary structures common to all RNAs, i.e. the sets L of the valid 
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hypothesis that are maximally specific. We have shown that thanks to a new way of 
encoding secondary structures, building L is equivalent to searching for the longest prefixes 
in a dictionary, where each entry of the dictionary represents a potential structure. This is 
done with an algorithm derived from KMR [8,22], that we have adapted. 
At the third step we sort L with a plausibility measure that consists in comparing for each 
candidate structure represented by a single hypothesis h of L, the number of  RNA 
sequences covered by h with the number of previously built random sequences also covered 
by h. 
This new method presents interesting features because it does not require the prior 
alignment of the sequences ~ and allows taking into account all theoretical shapes of 
secondary structures. The first results are promising : we applied the method to several sets 
of  sequences (about 200 in a set), each sequence containing one transfer RNA (tRNA) and 
non relevant data. We were able to discover the tRNA structure in all the sets. 

5. Conclusion 
As stated above a major feature of class A problems is the ambiguity of examples which 
are considered as hidden in observations. More precisely the part of the observation outside 
each example is not only useless (not related to a target concept) but does not correspond 
to the reality. 
As a consequence inside an observation we may find incoherent parts resulting either from 
uncertainties as for instance "heavy(x) and light(x)" or from misunderstandings as <~ dead(x) 
and smiling(x)>>. Then background knowledge has to include constraints to prevent 
considering such incoherent parts. We have seen above that ambiguity together with 
incoherence modify the statement of the classical "learning a characteristic concept 
description" problem, and that, when certain properties are satisfied, a convenient strategy 
consists in first building the sets of hypothetical examples related to each observation. 
Class A problems are close to the ~<multiple instance problem>> as described by Diettrich, 
but differ from it in two main points. First, in class A problems we have to compute 
hypothetical examples, Diettrich assumes direct access to ~ multiple ~> instances. 
Diettrich assumes that there are various realities : in this problem a molecule has several 
conformations, some of which are related to the target-concept, and these conformations are 
not mixed up, but correspond to different descriptions. Second, Diettrich uses counter- 
examples to constraint the search of discriminant features, in our framework this search is 
more difficult because we do not have such knowledge. 

We are now working on extending tile class A framework with negative observations (each 
containing a negative example), and generalized subsumption. Moreover we are studying 
links between our framework and characteristic induction from interpretations [ 15,16]. 
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Appendix 

Proof of property I : 

2Aligning two RNA sequences is equivalent to establish n map between the Scls containing the positions of their 

nucleotidcs, 
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h incoherent ~ 30 ~ O, 3o  such that h a  ~ o and her incoherent. Let us suppose that h '  
is valid (consequently O-complete and coherent), h < h '  =:, h '=  hn ^ b, where 7r is a 
substitution and b a conjunction of  atoms, h '  O-complete ~ 30 such that (hn ^ b)0 c o 

hx0 ~ o. D(O,T) and h a  ~ o and hn0 ~ o and h(~ incoherent ~ hn0 incoherent 
(Definition 5). hrt0 incoherent and h~x0 ~: (h~x ^ b)0 ~ o =~ (hn ^ b)0 incoherent 
(Definition 6), thus h '  is ineoherent (consequently not valid) 0 

Proof of property 2 : 
" ~ "  : o '  being coherent either o '  is maximal (thus o '  ~ E(o)), either 3e  e E(o) such 
that o '  c e. 
" ~ "  : Let o '  ~ e. Because e is coherent (by definition) the property M(O,T) entails that 
o '  is coherent (otherwise e should not) 0 

Proof of property 3 : 
":=~" : h O-complete entails Vo e O, h < o =~ 30 such that h0 c_ o. As h is coherent the 
property 2 entails that 3e ~ E(o) such that h0 ~: e, so h < e. 
%=" : Let Vo E O 3e E E(o) such that h < e be. We want to proof that a) h < o and b) 
h is coherent : 
a) 3e ~ E(o) such that h < e ~ 30 h0 ~ e, as e ~ o we can derive h0 c_ e ~ o, what 
entails h < o. 
b) if h is incoherent then 30 e O and 30 '  such that h0 '  ~ o and h0'  is incoherent. 
According to a) 30 such that h0 ~ e ~ o, and h0 is coherent (property 2). Thus h0 '  is 
incoherent and h0 is coherent what contradicts the property D(O, T), thus h0 '  
(consequently h ) is not incoherent 0 
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